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PVC Transparent Zip Bags 

PVC Transparent Zip Bags is a traditional and classic bag 

among huge different types of pvc bags. It seems simple, but 

has a variety of different functions. It can plays as a pencil 

pouch or bag, promotional gift. During the special period of 

epidemic such as COVID-19, it could even be used as a 

container for masks, which made things clean and safe. 

 

 

 

Product Description 

Kiwim Plastic Packaging is a well-equipped manufacturer and supplier of PVC packaging bags. PVC 

Transparent Zip Bags are suitable for a variety of purposes, including storing various items such as stationery, 

cosmetics, medicines, jewelry, documents, gadgets, food, and more. They can also be used for travel, outdoor 

activities, office and home use. 

 

Product Introduction & Features 

1. PVC Transparent Zip Bags is from one of our main products category, we are professional in developing and 

supplying such kind of zip bags. 

2. Transparent, waterproof 

3. Different colors for zip 

4. Unique logo OEM accepted 

5. Monthly production capacity 500K 

6. Can be blank or put various designs onto it 

7. Can be of different thickness, from 0.1mm to 0.3mm, either is ok, depend on personal interest. 

8. Different size, small, medium and large. 
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PVC Transparent Zip Bags Product Specifications 

Product name PVC Transparent Zip Bags 

Material PVC 

Color Transparent with overall flower patterns 

Size 20X10CM 

Logo Blank or OEM 

Closure Zip 

Piping WITHOUT 

MOQ 3,000pieces 

Brand OEM 

Packing Bulk, master cartons 
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More size for choice: 

PVC transparent zip Bag Applications: 

 

Shipping: 

1. Sea shipment 

-Ningbo sea port 

-Wenzhou sea port 

2. Air shipment 

3. DDP 

 


